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When will we find the error
Fatal mistake
The fallacy of telling all these truths through lies
The hell we make
So controlled by value
Shadows of light
The fallacy will continue as long as they
Can buy your life

It's starts by buying and selling your fellow man
In the hopes of controlling him
You're under remote control
By the gods with the dollar bills

Don't let them see right through you
Not again
Keep up these lies 'cause I got a plan to win
Destroy them

Frequency nine, airway liberation rhyme
Frequency nine, TO EQUALIZE

Let's start an equal platform
A channel for the candidate's thoughts
Let's start the new beginning
Democratic is something they're not

Rights - DEFEND THEM
Voice - ASSAULT
Start - THE ENDING
Demise of millions
Was never your fault

Don't let them see right through you
Not again
Keep up these lies 'cause I got a plan to win
Destroy them

Frequency nine, airway liberation rhyme
Frequency nine, TO EQUALIZE
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Don't let the sickness stay - STAY HOLLOW
Don't let them play the game - ETERNAL SHAME
While in control it'll stay the same - YOU'LL FOLLOW
Tear down the walls of the fatal ways
Eternal shit
And I'm sick of it

Until control has been displaced - GOT NOTHING TO
SAY
You say you're free I say no way - GOT NOTHING TO
SAY
Frequency nine is here to stay - GOT NOTHING TO SAY
That's right, that's right, got nothing to say - to you
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